
copyright papertrey ink 2009

Supplies

created by becky oehlers

stamps:
With Sympathy
Wedding Day

ink:
Versamark
True Black
paper:
Aqua Mist
True Black
Stampers Select White
Papertrey Ink Vellum
other:
Fresh Snow Velvet Ribbon
White Filigree
              Embossing Powder
Pearls
#11 exacto blade

Designer Tip:
I chose the colors of Aqua Mist and Black because it can be both 
calming and grounded as well as elegant and romantic.  I knew I 
wanted to do embossing on vellum, and I just loved how using the 
detail white embossing powder both on the vellum in the forefront
 and on the aqua mist cardstock behind it gave a really nice sense of 
depth to the project.  Of course you don't have to go as intricate as I 
did and cut the sides of the leaves, but this adds such a beautiful 
finishing touch to the windowed effect.  �e beauty and grace of the
 stamp design lends itself perfectly for any occasion.  �e white and 
blue is especially nice for the wedding end of things, as well as the 
black because one wouldn't want leave out the color of the grooms 
clothes as well.  I hope this inspires you to try color schemes that are 
versatile for any occasion.
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copyright papertrey ink 2009

Supplies

created by betsy veldman

stamps:
 With Sympathy - Loss of a Child
 With Sympathy
 Recipe Label (baby card)
 Fresh Alphabet (baby card)
 Year Round Puns (baby card)

ink:
 Spring Moss
 Dark Chocolate
 Sweet Blush

paper:
 Vintage Cream cardstock
 Dark Chocolate cardstock
 Sweet Blush Cardstock

other:
 Sweet Blush Swiss Dot ribbon
 Cuttlebug 
       Stylized Flowers embossing folder
 Corner rounder
 Pink gems
 Scallop scissors
 Jute

www.papertreyink.com

With Sympathy

For Everyday



copyright papertrey ink 2009

Supplies

created by dawn mcVey

stamps:
With Sympathy
paper:
Plum Pudding card stock
Spring Moss card stock
Vintage Cream card stock

ink:
Ripe Avocado ink
Plum Pudding ink

other:
Plum Pudding twill
Diamond Stickles
Hero Arts lavender gemstones

Designer Tip:
When choosing colors and images for a sympathy card, I usually try 
to think "classy, elegant & sophisticated."  I don't usually use images
 that are too 'fun' or 'cutesy' on a sympathy card and I usually try to 
go with colors that aren't too bright.  �e recipient is likely going 
thru the grieving process so I try to be respectful of that when creating
a sympathy card.  At the same time though, I also don't want to send a 
card that would be too depressing, so I try to choose colors that aren't 
TOO dark and images and sentiments that are uplifting.
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copyright papertrey ink 2009

Supplies

created by Debbie Olson

With Sympathy

For Everyday

stamps:
With Sympathy set
Out on a limb Sentiments set

ink:
Versamark or Embossing ink
Antique Linen Distress Ink
Black Brilliance ink
Glue Pad 

paper:
vintage cream
true black
vellum cardstock

other:
Black grosgrain
Ivory (or Pure Poppy) satin
Filigree detail 
     clear embossing powder
ultrafine glitter
black mini brad
iridescent Swarovski crystals
Spellbinders Long Oval Die

Designer Tip:
I probably err on the side of conservatism on sympathy cards: while I
don't always use black, I probably wouldn't use bright, cheery colors 
either. I also try to keep in mind the belief system of the person to 
whom I am sending the card. Something that may be appropriate and 
comforting to one person may not be appropriate or comforting to 
another person--just think before you create, and you likely won't go 
wrong. Remember that it's often more of a blessing to say something 
even imperfectly than to say nothing at all when you really do care.

www.papertreyink.com



copyright papertrey ink 2009

Supplies

created by geny cassady

Stamps
With Sympathy: Loss of Child
Bitty Baby Blessings
Polka Dot Basics

Paper
Stampers Select White
Aqua Mist
Ocean Tides

Ink
Aqua Mist
True Black
Ocean Tides
Fresh Snow

Other- 
Aqua Mist Satin Ribbon
Square Nestabilities
White Detail Embossing Powder
Adhesive Pearls

Designer Tips:
* Use calming, healing colors like soft blues and pinks, especially for 
the loss of a child.  When I lost my baby I did not want anything 
black, I wanted all soft pink which reminded me of my baby.  

* Sentiments should reflect what you would like others to say to you 
in times of grief.

* I really like cards that tell the person that you are there for them, 
it really helps to know that people are thinking of you and want 
to help in any small way.
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copyright papertrey ink 2009

Supplies

created by heATHER NICHOLS

Stamps: 
With Sympathy
Out on a Limb Sentiments 

Ink: 
Ripe Avocado
Fresh Snow
Jet Black Archival (Ranger)
Versamark (Tsukineko)
Spring Moss reinker – 
       for watercoloring   

Cardstock: 
classic kraft
Ripe Avocado

Other: 
Spring Moss satin ribbon
Gold Sheer Metallic Edge ribbon
clear embossing powder
heat embossing tools
watercolor brush

Designer Tip:
I choose an earthy, monotone palette for my card design. When choosing 
colors in general for a card of this nature, look for colors that have a soothing 
and comfortable feeling. Don’t get too bright, and keep your patterns simple.

Your cards do not need to be over the top. Remember the message that you 
are sending is more important having the latest and greatest embellishments 
and techniques on your card.

Sympathy cards have a more formal look to them, adding a bit of silver 
or gold will take your card elegance to the next level.
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With Sympathy

For Everyday



copyright papertrey ink 2009

Supplies

created by lauren meader

Stamps: 
With Sympathy
Heartfelt basics
Borders & corners circle set

Cardstock:
white
Raspberry Fizz
Ripe Avocado
True black

Ink:
trueblack
raspberry fizz
ripe avoacado

Other:
Raspberry fizz stitched ribbon
Copic Markers
Prism glitter
2 way glue pen
black brad
corner rounder
circle punches
rhinestone stickers

Designer Tip:
When I create a sympathy card I always include a butterfly.
To me, butterflies are very symbolic. �ey signify a beautiful 
journey, new beginnings, and time.

I always try to keep a sympathy card clean, and uncluttered. 
As for colors, I like to cheer someone up a bit, so I stay away 
from using all black.

A little understated sparkle doesn't hurt either.
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copyright papertrey ink 2009

Supplies

created by lisa johnson

Stamps:
With Sympathy 
(Remember for Everyday Card)

Ink:
Basic Black
light brown dye ink

Cardstock:
True Black
Raspberry Fizz
Classic Kraft
Vintage Cream

Othet:
Copic Markers  W1, YG03, RV17, RV14
Cuttlebug Swiss dot embossing folder 
foam mount squares
Brads
Basic Black Satin Ribbon

Designer Tip:
Don't be afraid to use bright colors to accent a sympathy card. 
Bright colors can help bring remembrance of the joyful feelings 
for the love one lost. �ink uplifting instead of somber.
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copyright papertrey ink 2009

Supplies

created by melissa phillips

Stamps – 
With Sympathy stamp set
Men of Life
Paper – 
Vintage Cream cardstock
Lavender Moon cardstock
Ribbon – 
Spring Moss Satin ribbon
Vintage Cream Satin ribbon

Ink – 
True Black
Lavender Moon ink
Spring Moss ink
 
Other – 
Patterned paper from K&Co/Amy Butler
Corner rounder from Marvy Uchida
Butterfly punch from Martha Stewart
Embossing folder from Provo Craft
Circle cutting tool from Fiskars
Gems from Doodlebug Designs

Designer Tip:
Typically it seems that sympathy cards are kept muted and subdued, 
but I think adding some color is appropriate.  I like to think of it as 
bringing a bit of cheer to an occasion where there may be a definite
need for some.  �e sentiment should always be something you would 
feel comfortable reading if it were you in the situation of another.  
Images such as flowers, birds, and butterflies remind me of the life 
and beauty that surround us and that come every year when the 
snow melts away.  �ey are very calming and images full of hope.
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copyright papertrey ink 2009

Supplies

created by michelle wooderson

Stamps:
With Sympathy
Birds of a Feather
Birthday Basics

Paper: 
Ripe Avocado Cardstock
Spring Rain Cardstock
Stamper’s Select White 

Ink: 
Ripe Avocado
Spring Rain
Dark Chocolate
True Black

Other:
Ripe Avocado Twill 
Copic marker
Spellbinder’s Long Oval Dies
Scor Pal
sequins
pop dots

Designer Tip:
When choosing stamp set for sympathy cards, I usually reach for images that 
are nature oriented, such a flowers or trees.  I also reach for sets that are not 
too cutesy looking.  A sympathy card should convey the feeling of serenity 
and comfort.  Choosing colors that are found in nature, such as greens, 
blues and browns, also helps to create a soothing color scheme.  I shy away 
from bright colors when creating sympathy cards.  �e With Sympathy 
stamp set has beautifully illustrated images that work well with sympathy 
cards, but also can be used for every day type greeting cards.  In addition, 
the sentiments are like nothing I’ve seen before.  I like that the wording 
is lengthy enough to convey the feelings we want to put down on paper.  
It’s very difficult to find the words to say when writing out a sympathy card;
this set has a beautiful assortment of sentiments already written for us.  

www.papertreyink.com

With Sympathy

For Everyday
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Supplies

created by niki estes

With Sympathy

For Everyday

Stamps:
With Sympathy stamp set
Birthday Basics stamp set

Paper:
white cardstock
Spring Rain cardstock

Ink:
Spring Rain ink
Spring Rain satin ribbon

Other:
green copic marker

www.papertreyink.com
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